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1 Introduction

This document describes how to determine if an oriented bounding box intersects an orthogonal view frustum.
The separating axis method is used to determine this.

2 Oriented Bounding Box

The oriented bounding box is represented in center-axis-extent form with center C; axes A0, A1, and A2;
and extents e0, e1, and e2. The axes form a right-handed orthonormal system. The extents are assumed to
be positive. The eight vertices of the box are C +

∑2
i=0 σieiAi where |σi| = 1 (eight choices on sign).

The three normal vectors for the six box faces are Ai for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2. The three edge direction vectors for the
twelve box edges are the same set of vectors.

3 Orthogonal View Frustum

The orthogonal view frustum has origin E. Its coordinate axes are determined by left vector L, up vector
U, and direction vector D. The vectors in that order form a right-handed orthonormal system. The extent
of the frustum in the D direction is [n, f ] where 0 < n < f . The view plane is assumed to be the near plane,
D · (X − E) = n. The far plane is D · (X − E) = f . The four corners of the frustum in the near plane are
E± `L± µU + nD. The four corners of the frustum in the far plane are E + (f/n)(±`L± µU + nD).

The five normal vectors for the six frustum faces are D for the near and far faces, ±nL − `D for the left
and right faces, and ±nU− `D for the top and bottom faces. The six edge direction vectors for the twelve
frustum edges are L and U for the edges on the near and far faces, and ±`L± µU + nD. The normal and
edge directions are not all unit length, but this is not necessary for the separation axis tests.

4 Separating Axis Test

Two convex polyhedra do not intersect if there exists a line with direction M such that the projections of
the polyhedra onto the line do not intersect. In this case there must exist a plane with normal vector M that
separates the two polyhedra. Given a line, it is straightforward to project the vertices of a polyhedron onto
the line and compute the bounding interval [λmin, λmax] for those projections. The two intervals obtained
from the two polyhedra are easily compared for overlap.

The more difficult problem is selecting a finite set of line directions such that the intersection/nonintersection
can be determined by separating axis tests using only vectors in that set. For convex polyhedra it turns out
that the set consisting of face normals for the two polyhedra and vectors that are the cross product of edges,
one edge from each polyhedron, is sufficient for the intersection testing. If polyhedron i has Fi faces and Ei

edges, then the total number of vectors in the set is F0 + F1 +E0E1. It is possible that some of the vectors
formed by cross products of edges are zero in which case they do not need to be tested. This happens, for
example, with two axis-aligned bounding boxes. While the total number of vectors is 3 + 3 + 3 ∗ 3 = 15, the
set has only 3 nonzero vectors.
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The oriented bounding box has F0 = 3 and E0 = 3. The orthogonal view frustum has F1 = 5 and E1 = 6.
The total number of vectors to test is 26. That set is

{D,±nL− `D,±nU− µD,Ai,L×Ai,U×Ai, (±`L± µU + nD)×Ai}.

The separating axes that are tested will all be of the form E + λM where M is in the previously mentioned
set. The projected vertices of the box have λ values M · (C − E) +

∑2
i=0 σieiAi where |σi| = 1. Define

d = M · (C−E) and R =
∑2

i=0 ei|M ·Ai|. The projection interval is [d−R, d+R].

The projected vertices of the frustum have λ values κ(τ0`M · L + τ1µM ·U + nM ·D) where κ ∈ {1, f/n}
and |τi| = 1. Define p = `|M · L|+ µ|M ·U|. The projection interval is [m0,m1] where

m0 =


f
n (nM ·D− p) , nM ·D− p < 0

nM ·D− p nM ·D− p ≥ 0


and

m1 =


f
n (nM ·D + p) , nM ·D + p > 0

nM ·D + p nM ·D + p ≤ 0

 .

The box and frustum do not intersect if for some choice of M the two projection intervals [m0,m1] and
[d−R, d+R] do not intersect. The intervals do not intersect if d+R < m0 or d−R > m1. An unoptimized
implementation will compute d, R, m0, and m1 for each of the 26 cases and test the two inequalities.
However, an optimized implementation will save intermediate results during each test and use them for later
tests.

5 Cacheing Intermediate Results

Effectively the potential separating axis directions will all be manipulated in the coordinate system of the
frustum. That is, each direction is written as M = x0L+x1U+x2D and the coefficients are used in the various
tests. The difference C−E must also be represented in the frustum coordinates, say C−E = δ0L+δ1U+δ2D.
The table of coefficients is given below.

M M · L M ·U M ·D M · (C−E)

D 0 0 1 δ2

±nL− `D ±n 0 −` ±nδ0 − `δ2
±nU− µD 0 ±n −µ ±nδ1 − µδ2

Ai αi βi γi αiδ0 + βiδ1 + γiδ2

L×Ai 0 −γi βi −γiδ1 + βiδ2

U×Ai γi 0 −αi γiδ0 − αiδ2

(τ0`L + τ1µU + nD)×Ai −nβi + τ1µγi nαi − τ0`γi τ0`βi − τ1µαi [−nβi + τ1µγi]δ0+

[nαi − τ0`γi]δ1+

[τ0`βi − τ1µαi]δ2
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where 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 and |τj | = 1 for 0 ≤ j ≤ 1.

The quantities αi, βi, γi, and δi are computed only when needed to avoid unnecessary calculations. Some
products are computed only when needed and saved for later use. These include products of n, `, or µ with
αi, βi, γi, or δi. Some terms that include sums or differences of the products are also computed only when
needed and saved for later use. These include nαi ± `γi, nβi ± µγi, `αi ± µβi, and `βi ± µαi.
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